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Abstract. The concept of “category of structured sets with closure operator” provides anat- 
ural setting to defme “perfect maps “, “compact objects” and “Hausdorff objects” and to prove 
some of the usual theorems interreiating them. Study of a wide class of non-topotogicall examples 
culminates in the unification of the p-compactification f a space and the Burmeister-Schmidt 
completion of a partial algebra. 
r 
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~3. Introduction 
“Compact” and “Hausdorff’ are conventionally viewed as properties 
of’topological spaces. Recently, Barr [ 3 ] showed how the intrinsic (al- 
gebraic) theory of compact Hausdorff spaces may be used to generate 
all topological spaces, Both points of view have been studied in an art 
bitraly category [ 121. In this paper we present ageneral. theory of corn- 
pa& and Hausdorff objects (but limited to concrete categories for darity) 
and offer a few results (some announced in [ 131) of interest o topologists. 
<Compactness can be characterized in krms of closed mappings (Sec- 
tion I); as such, our fundamental immovatjion s to impose aclosure oper- 
ator on a category (Section 3). Surprlsingiy general proofs are given for 
some of the standard results about “ccompact99 and“Hausdorff’ in Sec- 
tion 4. The theory emphasizes perf’:ct maps. A more general theory and 
some (nontopokogical) examples thereof lIppear in Sections 5 and 6. 
* The research reported in this paper was supyorte ation 
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ides a simple construction of ompactifieation of an 
ace and shows how the same 
eister-Schmidt corn 
or lack of space, the in 
outline; more detail will appear in [ 141. 
We thank the :aeferee for helf)ful criticism, for ~f~~n~s [ f “71 and 
for pointing out (as did ce) standard theorems about 
perfect maps. 
The following theorem, proved in [ 171 a:d gevleralized i 
Gva4es the general theory. The particular proof we offer i 
generai (i.e., can be easily modified to prove the first half 
rem 6.4). 
eorem. Let (X, 7 ) be a topological space. Then (X, 9 ) is compact 
$jby every topobgical space (Y, d ) the projec 
X (X, V ) + (Y, d ) lis a closed mapping. 
Proof. That p is closed when (X, T ) ir compact is routine and well 
known. Conver:sely, let (PX, J ) be the P_csmpactification ofX qua dis- 
cmte space. For a familiar construction, let be the set of ultrafilters 
on the set x’. For each A c X, set 
Thtzn {.A * I A c Xl is a base for the topology 3 on PX. Let [ C fix X x 
be the convergence relation of (X, CJ ) defined by 
= ((3c ,x) I Cu converges to x in 9 ) m 
gy 9’ , [ is closed. 
oaf. Let (Vi, x,,‘b z a 
md xi conve~rges iio x in 
A &Cre, thenX -A E 
ahxost all i. But x; E J4 for almost all i, 
aEmost all i, *the &sire 
to the prodf of Theorem I. 1. Let C be the set of all 
nverge in “s to at least one point. C is dense in 
is non-empty, there exj.sts x E A and the principal 
prin(x)={.&ZX~xEA}EA*n C. 
under the projection 
F:(px,&x (X,9)-* @X,3). 
It follows that if p is closed, then all ultrafilters converge, that is, (X, 9) 
is compact. Ei 
A t ~pologizal space (X, y ) is Hausdorff if and only if the dia,nonal 
mapp&g & : (X, 9) + (X, V ) X (X, V ) is clost:d. The only obstruction 
to a theory of compact Hausdorff objects in a category, then, is a-s& 
able formulation of “closed mapping”. We will do this for certain cate- 
gories of sets with structure. , 
2. Topological spaces as a category of sets with structure 
A category C o.f sets with structure is defined by the following two 
data and two axioms. 
C assigns to each set X a class C(X) of C-structures t%~ X. A C-strode- 
* tured set is a pair (X, J! with s E C(X). 
C also assigns to each pair (XI s), (Y, t) of C-structured sets a subset 
C(s, t) of the set of all functions from X to Y; we write f : (X, s) + (Y, If) 
or just f: s + t and say f is admihible in C fimorn s to t just in case 
f 2 C(s, t). 
The axioms are: 
Axiom of composition. If f: (X, s) + (Y t) and g : (Y, t) + (Z5 u), then 
al50 &;f: (X, s> + ‘(2, 24). 
Structwe is abstract. G~GY-I a bijeckn f : X 1* Y and t ES C(Y), there 
exists a unique s E C(X) such that f : s -+ P an 
i . 
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‘“~~itcpies of sets wi structure” would appear to be a natural way 
tegorical a&bra to o1,der areas of mathematics, and it is sur- 
t they have been I ely ignored in the literature. We believe 
TV be due to ch. 8 par. 21. For more o 
s with structure, see [8,9,15]. For facts about categories 
see and the bib 
l&~?t c l?e is %J:i i “,gor;cJ re. C induces a category (also 
denoted C) with objet ets (X, s) and wi 
maps for morphisms (one easily proves id* : s += s for all (X, s) by using 
both axioms). “Toyol,ogical spaces” and “groups” are examples of cat- 
egories of sets with structure. “Metric spaces and continuous maps” is 
not since uniqueness fails in the second axiom. 
A family fi : (X, s) + si) of C-admissible maps is optimal if for 
every C-structured set (Y, t) and function g : Y + X it is the case that 
g :: t + s provided we are given that&g . t + si for all i. Given a family 
of’ C-structured sets C&, si) and a similarly indexed family of functions 
f;: : X + Xi an optimal L!ft of j; : X + (Xi, si) is a structun; s E C(X) 
rend.ering fj : (X, S) -+ (Xi, S& optimal. If such s exists, it is unique. If C 
is the category of topological spaces and continuots maps, every such 
family ha:: an optimal lift, s being the coarsest opology rende mg all 
b;: continuoils. 
In [ 193, Schlomiuk charatzterizes the category of topological spaces 
and continuous maps. %odifying her context slightly for clarity, a cat- 
egory is regarded as a first-order structure (a sort of partial monoid), 
and a finite list of additionail first-order axioms detemlines the catey 
giory of topological spaces up to elementary equivalence; assuming the 
l&her-order axiom that arbitrary limits and colimits exists, the cate- 
gory of topological spaces is pinned down up to isomorphism; 
The following (much more shallow) theorem characterizes topological 
spaces as a category of sets; with structure. While this theorem should be 
regarded not so much as an axiomatization of topological spaces as a 
demonstration that the language of categories of sets with structure is 
adequate to cope with topology, we point ou. that it does answer the 
of what axioms or d to be added to Wyler’s p. categories 
) to characterize 
TO state the theorem, let S = {true, false) be a convenient wo-ele- 
ment :set partially ordered by false < true. Since ($, G) is complete, there 
is a supremum map Sup : SI + S and an infimum map Inf : S* + S for 
every set I. 
of sets wit?l structure isisQmurp~ic 42s a 
2 spaces and cormtim.mus 
tructure" u E 
five cmzditi~ns hold: 
very famiIy f, : II’ + t.S, t+ ) ha7 an optimal @ft. 
r every set I, Sup : 6, t@ + (S, u) is admissiible in C (where 
(S, ;V = (S, s) with s the ~~t~~~~u~ lift Qf the l-indexed fami& of projm- 
tions pi : S + (8, ti) whose e.xistt-xce is guaruFzteed in ( 1)). 
(3) .FOP every finite set F, Inf : (S, u)~ -+ (s( u) is trdnzissible in C: 
(4) For all C-structured sets (X, s), 
{f : (X, s) -+ (S, u) 1 f is admissible in C) 
is optimal 
(5) Given an I-indexed optimal family fi : (X, s) -e (S, u) and QW admis- 
sible map f : (X, s) + (S, u), there exists a set J of finite subsets of I such 
that the triangle 
commutes, $ being defined by the J-indexed family of squares 
Remarks jl lieu of proof. Given (X# s) and A C X, A is 0pero if its 2.2, 
characteristic function Cd4 is the inverse image cl f Wue”) ~4 : (X, s) 
+ (S, u) is admissible. By (2) and (3), the open sets form a topolom 
(one must set I = Q to derive that X and 8 are open). (4) says that the 
admissible maps are precisely those which map (,gen sets backwards, 
whereas (5) aisserts hat iA d is a subbase and U is open, then U Is a 
union of finite intersections of elements of d . Of course, u is that 
(true) is open and {fdse} is; nor.. C is isomorp 
as a category of sets. with struct 
the functions from C(X) to topologies on X de 
and interprets the C-adm sible maps as the co 
3. ClOsurci~ Qpmtors 
A category C of sets with structure constructs finite products if for 
every frnirte fzmily ((X1, q), ...S (X,, s,& of C-structured sets the family 
of projecGon!; (pi : XI X . . . X Xn + (& s~)}~ has optimal lift 
q x . . . X *‘;n E C’XI x . . . X X,). We do not exclude the case when n =: 0; 
the empQ,r product is ( 1, t), where f is a one-eleme t set and t is the sp- 
tk~I lift of the empty family of mappings from i, that is, for all (X, s), 
tie unique function .from X to P is admissible from s to t. ( 1, t) is called 
the termiMZ object of C. 
Most timiliar categories of sets ‘with structure construct finite products, 
although ,there iire some exceptions uch as integral domains. Metric 
spaces and contractions (i.e., d(fx, &) < d(x, v)) cons Eructs the finit prod- 
ucts withorc: t, however, constructing infinite ones. 
Assume that C constructs finite products. By a CZONV operator m C 
we mean :im ass’ ent to each C-structured set (X, s) of a set CL(Xfl s) 
of subse tsb of X sed sets”) subject o axioms CLl, CL2 and CL3 
below. 
E CL(X, s), and A n B E: CL(X, s) if A, B E CL#(X, s). 
‘f : (X, s) + (Y, t) is admissible, then f is contimous in the sense 
that f --l(B) E CL(X, s) wheneuer B E CL(Y, t). 
Before stating CL3, we need some definitions. Given (X, s), (Y, t) 
and a function f : X + Y, f is ckbsecl if f;(A) E CL( Y, t) whenever 
A E CL(X, s). Further, f is perfect if f : (X, s) + (Y, t) is ad:misaible and 
if ‘or every C-structured set (Z, U) the map 
fX id,:(Xr Z,s;: u)+(YX Z, tX u) 
(which is automatically admissible by the efinition of bptimal lift) is 
closed. 
Thlsll final axbrn is: 
erevern E c (Y, t) there exists s 5 C(A) such that the in- 
KIWI : (A, s) -) (Y, t) is pelf&t. 
maps are closed (take (Z, u) to be the terminal object). It 
s the case that admissMe closed maps are perfect. 
hen e is the category of topological spaq:es and continuous maps, 
the unique map (X, s) ways admissible and closed; but the 
content of Theorem 1.1 is that this map is perfect if a:nd only if (X, s) 
is compact! It is clear that the identity ma.p idx : (X, s) + (AT, S) is perfect, 
and that the composition of any two perfect maps is again perfect; in 
SUII, that the perfect maps form a subcat:gory. 
Thwrems about perfect maps of spacezl can be found in Bourbaki 
14, pp. 97- 1041. The usIur~l closure operator is a closure operator. for 
C = topological spaces in o;ur sense; CL3 holds because the inclusion of 
a closed subspace is perfect. 
A few examples of closure operators will appear in Section 5 below. 
Compact and Hausdorff objects 
For this section, fa (C, CL) where C is a category of sets with struc- 
ture which constructs finite products and CL is a closure operator on 
C. Our approach to “compact” and “Hausdorff” requires a brief pre- 
liminary study of relations. 
A relation R : W 7 Y from the set X to the set Y is a subset of 
X x’ Y. Given reiations R : X v Y and S : Y 7 Z there is the we&known 
composition SR : X - Z defined by 
SR := {(;c, z) 1 there exists y E Y such that (x, Y)ER and (b/*( $)ES); 
but there is also splice Spl (R, S) c XX Y X Z defined by 
spl (R, s) = 1(x, y, z) I (x, y) E R and (y, z) E 231. 
Let (X, s) be a topological space, let d be the discrete topology on X 
and let A;, : X -7 X be the diagonal relation-((x, .x) : x E X) * Then 
Ax : (X, s) v (X, d) is a closed relation (i.e., A, E GL(X X X, s X d)) if 
and only if (X, s) is a T, space and, of COWW, A, : (X, d) - (X, s) is 
dosed if and only if (X, s) is T1. Thus every T1 space which is not 
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aqsdorff demonstrates that the composition of closed relations is not 
always closed. The foIlawing quite general theorem shows how to remedy 
this difficulty. 
eorem. The splice of closed relations is closed. 
LetRE CL(XX Y,sX t),SEeL(YX Z, tX u). ByCL3 let 
incs : (S, u) + f Y X 2, t X u) be perfect, ad let f be the admissible map 
idxX (py in@ :(Xx S,sX u)-+(~~X Y, tX u). 
f i ;5 continuous. Let g be the closed map 
idx X incs: (XX S,sX u)+(XX YX Z,sX tX u). 
Then Spl(R, S) = g( f -I(R)) is closed. •l 
4.2. Definition and theorem. ?%e following three conditions on a C- 
structured set (Y, t) are equivalent, and define when (Y, t) is compact.: 
( 1) The un,ique admissible map from (Y, t) to the terminal object is 
perfect. 
(2) For all C-structured sets (X, s) the projection 
px : (X X Y, s x t) + (X, s) is closed. 
(3) Whenever .R : (X, s) - (Y, t) and S : (Y, t) - (Z, u) are closed re- 
lations, their composition SR : (X, s) - (Z, u) is closed. 
roof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is routine. For (2) =) (3) only ob- 
serve that the corn sition Sk is the image of the splice SpI(R, S) under 
the projection X X X Z + X X 2 and apply Theorem 4.1. For (3) * (a), 
notice that the ima,ge of R E CL(X X Y, s X t) under the projection px 
is the composition 
x R Y- y 4 -- ---- 
and that if ( 1 9 u) is the termir al object, Y : (Y, t) + (I, u) is a closed re- 
i&ion because, by CLl, Y E CL( Y, t). Cl 
3. (Tychonoff for two). If (X9 s) and (Y, t) are compact, 
then (X X Y, s X 9) is compact. 
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If (Z, u) is arbitraqq, we have that p 
x Y,uxsx t)-+(Zx 
interesting to compa the above proof with [ 16, p 
nother standard theorem about compactness i : 
ea subspace of a compact space is compact. 
illore precise&, if f : (X, s) + ( Y, t) is perfect and ( Y, t) is compact, then 
so i5 (X, s). 
(2) A continuous image of a compact space is compact. Mor a pre- 
cisely, if (X, s) is compact und f : (X, s) + (Y, t) is an admissible surjec- 
tion, then (Y, t) is compact. 
Proof. The first statement is obvious from 4.2 (1) since the compostion 
of perfect maps is perfect. 
To provIe the second statement, consider the commutative. diagram 
(Z x X, 24 x sj 
l? c (2 x Y, u x t) 
and observe that p(R) = $(idz X f)-1 (R) iis closed if R is. Cl 
4.5. Defiiition and theorem. The following three conditions 0.1) :T G 
structured set (Y, t) are equivalent, am define when (Y, t) is HOusdorLfz 
43) Ay = {(y,y).lyEY}~ECL(YX Y,tx t). 
(2) If fi g : (X, s) + (Y, t) are C-a&zissible maps, then 
A = (x E X 1 f(x) = g(x)‘) E CL(X, s) . 
(3) Whenever h : (XI s) -+ (Y,, t) is admissible, the graph 
Gr(h) = {(x, hx) : x E X ] 
of h is closed in (X X Y, s )I: t). 
roof. (1) * (2). (fi g) : (X, s) + (Y X Y, t X t) is a(&nissi,ble and 
A = (f,g)-1( 
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(2) * (3) Set 
f=py : (Xx Y,SX t)+(Y, t) 
and 
g=hpx:(XX Y,sx t)+(Y,t). 
(3) * ( I) id y : (Y, t) + (Y, t) is admissible. 0
The following theorem generalizes a familiar result 14, p. 103, Corol- 
lary 2]#. 
eoem. Iff : (Y, t) + (Z, u) is admissible with (Y, t) compact and 
(Z, u) Hausdorff, then f is perfect. 
aof. Let (X9 s) be arbitrary and let .I? E CL(X X Y, s X t). Then 
(idly X _f) (R) is the composition 
x R -Y Q(f) * z. I2 
7: emem. ( 1) If f : (X, s) + (Y, t) is admissible and f : X + Y is in- 
jective, then, if ( Y, t) is Hausdorff, so is (X, s). 
(12) It* (X, s) a& (Y, t) are HausdorfJ so is (X X Y, s X f). 
oaf. (1) A, = (f x f)-‘(a,). 
(2) Let f : (Z, u) + (X, s) and g : (Z, u) + (Y, t) be admissible, so that 
(A g) : (Z, u) + (X. X Y, s X t) is a typical admissible map. observe that 
Gr( f, g) is the splice of (Gr( f))- f : X - Z and G(g) : Z - Y. 0 
e prescyrt a few examples, but leave all verification tG the reader. 
5.1. Ufziversal algebras. Let C be HI any category of universal algebras 
slilch as groups, rings or la tice$ [6], or, in fact, the category of algebras 
over a monad of sets [ 10, ch. VI]. Define the closed sets to 
subalgebras. Since all morphisms are cl d (a homomorphi 
subalgebra in a subalgebra), al! morphi are perfect and every object 
2. Preordewd sets. (X, G) is a preordered set ‘if < Is a r~ 
nsitive relation on et C be the category of preordered sets and 
aps (if x G y, thenfx 6 fy). he closed sets are the 
isclosedifac;A anda<ximpliesxGA. 
G) + (Y, 9’) is perfect if and only if for ah x E X and y E Y; 
fx G’ y if and only if there exists x & xF with f (x’) = y. Every object is 
compact, whereas (X, 6) is Hausdorff if and onlly if G is the equa 
lation, that is, if x 4 y, then x = y. 
It is interesting to point out that this example is “subtopological”. 
A preordered set is the same thing as a topological space in v-hi.ch SW-~ 
intersection of open sets is open. hIor6: precisely, let C’(X) be the set of 
all topologies on X in which every intersection of open sets is open. 
Then the passages C(X) + C’(X) (define A to be open just in case A is a 
left ray, i.e. a E A and 3~’ & Q implies x E A) and C’(X) + C(X) (define 
x 6 y if and only if y E {x)- ) are mu,tually inverse bijections, and order- 
preserving maps correspond to the continuous ones. The above identi- 
fication can also be described from the convergence point of view: 
x < y if and only if prin(x) converges to y. Notice that “compact” and 
. “Hausdorff’ are not always preserved by these passages
5.3. Generalized sup-sernilattiws. Let 9X be the power set of all sub- 
sets of X. A generalized sup-semilattice is a pair (X, sup), where X is a 
set and sup : 9X + X is a “supremum” relation-subject to the following 
two axioms: 
(1) (fxI,x) E sup. 
(2) Lf(Ai, xi) E sup for all i E I and ({xjl i E I), x) E sup, then 
(WAi, x) E sup. 
A functionf: (X, sup) + (X”, sup’)‘& admissible in Cif (f(A),fx)Esup’ 
wh.enever (A, x) f: sup. ~4 E CL(X, sup) if and only if for all B C ~4, 
if (8, x) E sup, then x E A. The map f : (X7 sup) + (X’, sup’) is perfect 
if and only if for all A c X and x’ E X’ it is the case that (f(A), x’) E sup 
if and only if there exists x E X with (A, x) E sup and f(x) = x’. 
(4, sup) is compact if and only if every subset of X has at least one 
supremum (that is, sup is everywhere defined), and (X, sup) is 
if and only if every subset has at most one supremum (that is, sup is a 
partial function). 
The similarity to the topological situation here is striking (see Section 
ausdorff (X, sup)% may be identified with partially 
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’ ordered sets. (Define x 4 y if and only if su ((x, ~1) is defined and is 
y. Here the second axiom is: if sup(sup(A i 1 i E I)) exists, then 
sup(UA~) exists md the two are equal.) . 
The full subc ategory of Hausdorff generalized supsemilattices is jso- 
morphic as a ca :cgory of sets with structire to the category of Ftiially 
ordered sets and’supremum-preserving maps. The co 
generalized sup-semilattices are the sup-semilattices; 
complete lattices, but the morphisms preserve only suprema. 
5.4. Gerterdized semi@oups. Let X be a set. A string in X is a word 
Xl *.. x, in the alphabet X. Let S(X) be the set of all strings in X. (For- 
jmally, S(X) is the disjoint union of the sets Xn indexed by n z I, 2,3, . . . .) 
S(X), ulith concatenation asoperation, isthe free semigroup on X gen- 
erators. A generalized semigroup is a pair (X, camp), where X is a set and 
camp : S(X) - X is a compositicw relation subject o the two axioms 
(I) (x,x) E camp. 
(2) V(x\ . . . x&o, yt) E camp for 1 G iG n and (JQ . . . y,, z) E camp, 
then (xi . . . X&& . . . Xl@]* 2) E camp. 
The Gadmissible maps are those that preserve composition, that is, 
(f xI.., .f&, fy) E camp’ whenever (x1 . . . Xn, y) E corn;. A E CL(X, camp) 
if 
d 
nd only if whenever (aI . . . c,, x) E camp with each ai E A it is also 
t ‘e that X E A. f : IX, cornp) + (X’, camp’) is perfect if and only if for 
all x1 . . . xn E S(X) and x’E X’ it is th: case that (Juxl... fxn, x’) E camp’ 
if and only if there xists x E X such that (xl . . . Xnp x) E camp and fx = x'. 
(X, camp) is compact if and only if camp is everywhere d fined, that is, 
for all x1 . . . xn E S(X) there is at least one x with (XI,.. xn, X) E camp. 
(X, camp) is Wausdorff if and only if cemp is a partial function; in this 
case it is more standard to call (X, cor.p) a partial semigroup. The 
compact Hausdorff objects are the ordinary semigroups. 
5.5. Topological spaces agah (Barr’s f heorem). The details for this C.P 
ample appear in [3]. Let /JX be the set of ultrafilters on the set X. Let 
C(X) be the set of all relations r : @X - X satisfying the following two 
axioms: . 
(1) (Prwd, x) e t* 
(2) Given ( I4, x) with E F?(/3X X Z) such that t E U and 
U ), x) E t, then ({ EX Ip’$A*)E U},x)f&whereA* was 
d in the proof of Theorem 1.1’. 
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A map f : (X, t) + (X’, t’) is C-admissible if and only if whenever 
)E&therr(f’(?l),far)~~‘.A~CL(X,~)ifandonlyif(%,x)E~ ’ 
imply x E A. We have just described the category of topolo- 
tinuous maps with the usual closed sets, and com- 
ausdorff and perfect take on their usual meanings. 
6. A general the 
The material of the revious two sections exemplifies a-more general 
theory, some of which will be outlined here; for proofs, see [ 141. 
Let T : S + S be a firnctor from tl~e category of sets %o itself. Table 





notation -tescrip tion 
. 
5.2 X -f IP”f=f 
5.3 3x 9f (‘Pf)(A)=fM) 
5.4 SW RR S(f) (x1... xn) = fx1 a.. fjtn 
5.5 8X of tlvN~)=f(Q) 
-- 
If R : X v Y is a relation, T induces a relation TR : TX - TY as’ follows.’ - 
Letp:R+Xandq:R -+ Y be the restrictions of the two courdinate 
projections; define TR 'to be the image in TX X TY of the function 
(Tp, Tq) : TR -+ TX X 3-Y. There is no ambiguity between Tf and TR 
when R is the graph of .$; note, hcwever, that T does not preserve com- 
position of relations. A T-mode2 is a pair (X, f), where X is a set a.nd 
6 : TX - X is an arbitrary relation. Say that f : (X, I) -) (Y; 0) is an ad- 
m&ibZe map of T-models if f # c 8 Tf (see. the diagram below) 









the context of 5.5, is amounts to continuity [cl, p. 72, Corollary 11: 
is gives rise to a cat ry T~mod of sets with structure. Nott only does 
1 . 
The topologist will reco ize in (6.2) “the coarsest topolo 
the fi continuous” that is, “ convergs to x if and only if 
verges t0 f&X) for all i”. t, T-mod is a 
[ 201. To proceed fkther, we need to give T the structure of a monad 
[ 10, ch, VI]; that is, we provide T with two natural transformations 









Denote the monad (T, q, p) by T. Table 6.2, a continuation 
provides four examples of monads. 
Table 6.2 
of Table 6. I3 
Previous 
example 
qx: X+TX pX: TTX+TX 
If(X, t) is a T-model, define 
CL(X, t) = (4 c X 1 whenever (%,x1 E 6 and c11 E TA, 
then x E A}. 

























A /3-compactiflcdztion of a topologicd space (X, 9) consists of a com- 
pact Hausdorff space (C, 3 ) and a continuous map r : (X, 9) + (C, rS )
with the univers erty that for every compact Hausdorff space 
(c, 3’) and c ous map f : (X, 9) + (c’, 3’) there exists a unique 
continuous map j*# : (C, 6) + (C’, J’) such that f#I’ = f(see dia.gram 
(7.1)). 
. 
Since the univeisal property forces’uniqueness up to homeomorphism: 
it is more natural to speak of the fl-compactification f (X, 9). Exis- 
tence is well-known when (X# Sr) is completely regular and Hausdorff. 
It is in fact true that every topological space has a P_compactification., 
Professors Sekadeni- asld Wyler have told me I(on separate occasions) 
that this result has been known for a long time; we have no reference 
to the literature, however. The result was well known to category the 
orists ince the early 1960’s, being an application of the special adjoint 
fun&or theorem [ 10, ch. V par. 81. The following proof is simple and 
direct: 
‘7.1. eorem. Every topotogkal space (X, T ) has a @-compacti_fication. 
Proof. Let (0.X, JO) be the /%co.mpactification of X qua discrete space 
(as in the proof of Theorem 1.1). Let h!O : /3X 7 flX be the rel 
t-1 t, where [ is the convergence relation of (X, 9 ). Let R : &X - P-X 
be the smallest closed equivalence r lation containing I?, , and let d be 
the quotient opology induced by the canonical projection 8: /3X + @X/R. 
T&x 
(1) (/3X/R, 3) ompact Hausdorff. 
(2:) r = Or), : 
aMe 6.2 for Exsmple 
, 6) is continuous. Here qx is as in 
5.5. prove this, let 3c E /BYconverge to 
xEX. IfA fz 
x EX 1 prin(3+%4*}= 
) converges to Cu in (&c, GO). Since 8 is con- . 
) converges to O(Q) in 
) = &prin(x)) = I?(x) l 
(3) The universal property. Let f : (X, 99 + (C‘, 3 ‘) be continuous 
with (C’, ~3 ‘) compact Hausdorff. Consult the di 
. 
(7.2) 
There exists unique continuous fi as shown such that fi qx = fi Let 
To complete the proof, it suffices to prove that R c E. Since E is (38 
closed equivalence relation, it suffices to prove that RO c E’ket 
(W, 99 E Re so that there exists x E X such that % and v iboth cand 
verge to x in 9. Since f is continuous, f(3L) and ,P( v) both converge 
tof(x) in C’. It suffices to prove that fi (3L) = f(x); but that is how fi 
is standardly defined. 0 
Let r = (T, r), p) be a monad in the category of sets. By Theorem 6.4, 
the compact Hausdorff T-models are just the T-algebras [ 10, ch. VI: 8 21 l 
The appropriate generakation oi Theorem 7.1 is: 
7.2. Theorem. Every T-ode1 (X, F) has a T-algebra reflection; that IS, 
there exists a T-algebra (C, 0) a& a T-model map I’ : (Xp r;‘) + (CL 0) 
with the universal property. that for every T-algebra (C’, 0’) and T-model 
map f : (X, t) + (C’, 0’) there exists a unique T-model,map 
f# : (C, 0) + (C, e’) such that f# Q = f (see di&grGrn (7.3)). 
358 E.G. Manes, 
The proof of 7.2 is essentially the same as the proof of 7.1. Here 
(/IN, Jo) is replaced by (TX, px), which is a Falgebra by (6.3). The map 
fr of (7.2) is defined by 
The opening sentence of [ 51 is: “In the theory of partid algebras, 
the full or complete algebras play a role somewhat analogous to the rale 
of compact spaces in the category of completely regular spaces.” The 
central result [ 5, Theorem 5] is that every partial algebra has an algebra 
reflection. The rough analogy turns out to be smooth, with Theorem 
7.2 as the general principle, 
Let us review a general dt %ition [IS, ch. V, 8 11. Let J2 be a set of 
relation symbols and let each sy_mbol GJ E CZ be assigned acardinal 
ar(o), the arity of w. An S2-model is a pair (X, 6), where X is a set and 
6 assigns to each ci3 E S2 a relatien 6, : Xar@) +X. (X, 6) is an SW- 
gebra: if each 6, is a function, and (X. 6) is a partial l&algebra if each 
a;0 isI a partial function. It is well-known [ 18, ch. 4,$ 1] that every se]: 
freely generates an &algebra. A monad (T, Q, 1) is induced as follows. 
Let IFX be the underlying set of the free &algebra on X generators, let 
qx be “inclusion of the generators”. Let Tf be the unique Q-horns- 
morphic extension of vyf, and let I_C~ be the unique &homomorphic 
extension of the identity map of TX. It turns out that the a-algebras 
can be identified with the T-algebras, whereas the partial S&algebras can 
be idenMied with the Hausdorff T-models. [ 5, Theorem S] is then a 
special case of Theorem 7.2. In fact, 7.2 is more general, since any F 
mod/e1 has an algebra reflection, and the T-models turn out to include 
all Gmodels. (As we wiP1 show in [ 141, the a-models may be identi- 
fied with those models whose theory of equality is semantically re- 
alized.) 
ecial sort known as a 
(see [Z] and its sequels for e interrelationships between 
ds and automata theory). 0 e monads in Table 6.1, only 
free (corresponding to S2 = ). If T is a free monad, then 
a cardinal H such that 
the union of the images of 
as f ranges over 
functions Tf : TN + TX, 
+ X, is all of TX 
holds for arbitrary (large) ; imy cardinal pf exceeding each ar(o) will 
do. This property does not hold for the ultrafilter functor p (because 
uniform ultrafilters exist on every infinite set) whi.ch shows that /3 is 
not a free monad. 
For an arbitrary monad T, define a T-model to be conzpletely regular 
if “it is a subspace of a compact Hausdorff space”, that is, if there exists 
an optimal injective model map into a T-algebra. It is a standard result 
that a partial Galgebra can be embedded in an a-algebra; the proof is 
practically obvious - define the superalgebra by adding one new point 
(for a more general statement of this principle see [ 11 j. This result may 
be rephrased in the following amusing way: if T is a free monad, every 
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